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Overview

W e l d i n g  S m o k e

Portable welding fume extractor

Ideal for a wide variety of intermittent duty applications, the Coral CLEANGO captures hazardous fumes and dust from welding 
applications at the source. The completely articulated, extendable extraction arm is capable of rotating a full 360° which can be 
easily positioned to remove hazardous smoke and particulate before it contaminates the operator breathing zone. Desinged to easily 
pass-through standard doorways, the highly maneuverable CLEANGO is ready to run with the flip of a switch.

versatility & COnvenienCe

Welding fumes and other airborne contaminants are drawn into the unit and captured by the Coral CLEAN GO, 
which is capable of an air flow rate of 900 CFM. 
High efficiency filter cartridges allow the CleanGo to remove airborne contaminants and discharge clean air 
back into the room. Activated carbon is also available to absorb gases and odors.
A differential pressure gauge constantly supplies the operator with the condition of the internal filter 
cartridges.

wOrking PrinCiPle

CLEANGOThe Coral CLEANGO is the ideal solution for a portable welding fume extractor. The CleanGo is a self-contained, light duty welding 
fume extractor which also captures other airborne contaminants present in the workplace. This portable, compact fume 
extractor offers simple 120-volt single phase plug-n-go convenience. The CLEANGO is designed and manufactured on state-
of-the art equipment which make this source capture extractor a powerful, low-maintenance solution for even toughest 
welding fumes.

• CharCoal Cartridge 2.2 lbs

•CharCoal Cartridge 22 lbs•Coral evolution no-smoke Ø6”  10’

	Dynaflex	suction	arm		 Ø	6.3“	-	6.5’/10’
	Motor	power	 1,5	HP	
	Power	supply		 120V	1PH	60Hz
	Rated	current	 2,52	A
	Noise	level		 72	dB(A)
	Extraction	capacity	at	hood	 max	900	cfm
 Maximum pressure clogged filter	 3.2	in	H2O
	Dimensions	 30”x28”x36”
	Weight	w/o	arm	 176	lbs

Performance

 Type of filter Cartridge
	Filter	surface	 129	sqft
	Filter	efficiency	 >99,9%
 Filter material Cellulose
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